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MINUTES
JOINT MEETING WITH
ORANGE COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
AND CHAPEL HILL-CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS
September 23, 2021
7:00 p.m.
The Orange County Board of Commissioners met for a virtual joint meeting with the Orange
County Board of Education and Chapel-Hill Carrboro Board of Education on Thursday,
September 23, 2021 at 7:00 p.m.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: Chair Renee Price, Vice Chair Jamezetta Bedford,
and Commissioners Amy Fowler, Sally Greene, Jean Hamilton, Earl McKee (arrived at 7:34
p.m.), and Anna Richards
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS ABSENT: NONE
COUNTY ATTORNEYS PRESENT: John Roberts
COUNTY STAFF PRESENT: County Manager Bonnie Hammersley, Deputy County Manager
Travis Myren, and Clerk to the Board Laura Jensen (All other staff members will be identified
appropriately below)
ORANGE COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION PRESENT: Chair Hillary MacKenzie, Vice Chair
Brenda Stephens, and Board Members Will Atherton, Carrie Doyle, Bonnie Hauser, Jennifer
Moore, and Sarah Smylie
ORANGE COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION ABSENT:
ORANGE COUNTY SCHOOLS (OCS) STAFF PRESENT: Superintendent Dr. Monique Felder,
Deputy Superintendent Patrick Abele, Chief Equity Officer Dr. Dena Keeling, Chief Finance
Officer Rhonda Rath, Student Support Director Sherita Cobb, Chief of Human Capital Joyce
Hatcher, Chief of Schools and Achievement Dr. Meghan Doyle,
CHAPEL HILL-CARRBORO BOARD OF EDUCATION PRESENT: Chair Jillian La Serna, Vice
Chair Deon Temne, and Board Members Rani Dasi, Lisa Kaylie, Ashton Powell, and Mary Ann
Wolf
CHAPEL HILL-CARRBORO BOARD OF EDUCATION ABSENT:
CHAPEL HILL-CARRBORO SCHOOLS (CHCCS) STAFF PRESENT: Superintendent Dr.
Nyah Hamlett, Student Services Senior Executive Director Charlos Banks, Chief Finance
Officer Jonathon Scott, and Facilities Management Executive Director Eric Allen, Chief Human
Resources Officer Erika Newkirk, Interim Chief Operations Officer Andre Stewart, Chief
Academic Officer Alisa Zapata, and Andy Jenks
Chair Price called the Board of County Commissioners meeting to order at 7:01 p.m.
Due to current public health concerns, the Board of Commissioners conducted a virtual
joint meeting with the Orange County Board of Education and Chapel Hill-Carrboro Board of
Education on September 23, 2021 utilizing Zoom. Members of the Board of Commissioners will
be participating in the meeting remotely. As in prior meetings, members of the public are able to
view and listen to the meeting via live streaming video at orangecountync.gov/967/MeetingVideos and on Orange County Gov-TV on channels 1301 or 97.6 (Spectrum Cable).
A roll call of the County Commissioners was called; all members were present except for
Commissioner McKee.
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Hillary MacKenzie, Chair of the Orange County Board of Education, greeted everyone
and introduced the staff from the Orange County Schools (OCS) system and members of the
Orange County Board of Education.
Jillian La Serna, Chair of the Chapel Hill Carrboro Board of Education, greeted everyone
and introduced staff from the Chapel Hill Carrboro Schools (CHCCS) system and members of
the Chapel Hill Carrboro Board of Education.
Chair Price greeted everyone, and introduced members of the Board of County
Commissioners and County staff.
1.

COVID-19 Update and Status of Health/Safety Protocols
a. CHCCS – Superintendent, Dr. Nyah Hamlett and Chief of School Support and
Wellness, Dr. Charlos Banks
Dr. Nyah Hamlett made the following presentation:

Slide #1

Slide #2

3
Slide #3

Slide #4

Commissioner Hamilton asked if the school system has a standard protocol when there
is a cluster of COVID-19 cases in the schools.
Dr. Nyah Hamlett said there has only been one cluster (5 positive cases in one class)
thus far, but the district has had to shut down three classrooms, due to close contacts with
COVID-19.
Commissioner Fowler asked if the school system is problem solving with the ABC
Science Collaborative to determine how the cluster happened.
Dr. Nyah Hamlett said they have worked with the ABC Collaborative and the Health
Department in these cases. She said students are allowed to remain in school as long as mask
compliance is enforced. She said if there is a positive case in the classroom, but students have
been wearing their masks, students do not have to be sent home unless they are symptomatic.
Commissioner Fowler asked if all students are eating outside.
Dr. Nyah Hamlett said yes, all students eat outside unless there is inclement weather.
Chair Price asked if there is a plan for the 26 support positions in the future, as they are
grant funded. She also asked if individuals are interested in a time limited position.
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Dr. Nyah Hamlett said they have received interest from retired nurses, and are exploring
various resources to fund the positions after the grant ends. She said much will depend on the
conditions with Covid and the presenting needs.
b. OCS – Superintendent, Dr. Monique Felder and Deputy Superintendent,
Operations Patrick Abele
Dr. Monique Felder made the following presentation:
Slide #1

Dr. Felder Monique said the school system is working with the ABC Science
Collaborative and the Health Department to keep all children safe. She resumed the
PowerPoint presentation:
Commissioner McKee arrived at 7:34 p.m.
Slide #2
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Dr. Monique Felder reviewed the various safety measures in place for preventing the
transmission of COVID-19 in the schools, as noted on the presentation. She said there are
more car riders, and OCS has implemented new systems to manage the flow of traffic. She
said the district is encouraging more bus riders. She said Central Services staff are assisting
with managing the protocols for keeping children safe, as the workload is immense, especially
for the school nurses and teachers.
Commissioner McKee asked if OCS schools have one nurse per school, or if nurses are
shared between schools.
Dr. Monique Felder said currently there is one nurse out on leave and one vacancy.
She said in order to cover those positions, there are nurses who serve more than one school.
Commissioner McKee asked if OCS has been successful at recruiting more nurses.
Dr. Monique Felder said there is a nursing shortage, and OCS is working with a
recruitment agency and are offering bonuses.
Commissioner McKee asked if bonuses are creating salary compression, or if it creates
a problem between nurses who have been employed and nurses who are new. He said he
wants to treat everyone fairly. He said this may be a problem at both school systems. He said
it is important to have one nurse per school.
Patrick Abele said when nurses are first hired, they typically do not have the school
nurse certification, and thus do not earn as much. He said this is a barrier to recruitment, and
the signing bonus helps increase the initial salary while the nurse works on the certification. He
said veteran nurses already have the certification and earn a higher salary.
Dr. Monique Felder said the number one concern of the school nurses themselves is the
strain of the workload. She said OCS is focused on relieving this workload.
Commissioner McKee asked if contact tracing requires a nursing degree, and said his
main concern is having enough nurses for each school to have one.
Commissioner Richards asked if the school system is following the science for athletics.
Dr. Monique Felder said in a place of high transmission, the Strong Schools Toolkit
advises pausing sports. She said OCS is not doing so, but does require students to be
vaccinated or get tested weekly. She said OCS also requires spectators to be masked and for
everyone to remain socially distanced.
Patrick Abele said OCS evaluated athletics based on risk using the Strong Schools
Toolkit. He said in the following weeks, OCS will evaluate sports based on the transmission
rates and case counts in the last 2-4 few weeks. He said this will prevent all sports from being
treated the same way. He said positive cases on teams may not be related to each other and
looking at each sport individually will prevent athletes from being penalized unneccesarily.
Commissioner Hamilton asked how the school system is managing clusters.
Dr. Monique Felder said OCS has had 1 cluster, and have had to quarantine
approximately 500 students, with 2-5% were positive. She said with the new quarantine rules,
they likely will not have to quarantine as many students, if students are wearing masks properly.
2.

Capital Needs Task Force
a. Orange County Manager, Bonnie Hammersley

Chair Price discussed the history for the idea of creating a capital needs task force.
Bonnie Hammersley presented the following information for review by the elected boards.
She asked if all boards would formally approve its appointed representatives.
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Commissioner Richards clarified that each entity would have 5 representatives. She
asked if there is a time frame for the task force.
Bonnie Hammersley said she was hoping to begin in November and this would be a
long-term board.
Commissioner Richards asked if there will be recommendations by the time budget
season starts.
Bonnie Hammersley said the capital needs budget work begins in November, so this
may have some impact on that, but she sees this as a long-range group.
Chair Price suggested calling it a “working group.”
Commissioner Fowler said there is a budget process that includes capital improvement
plans, but none of these include long-term needs for things such as increasing capacity. She
said these types of needs should be addressed.
Will Atherton agreed, and there is no current mechanism in place to address these real
needs. He said that both systems have aging buildings that need to be addressed, and it will
take time.
Commissioner Hamilton said those in the working group will have to spend time
determining what to look at specifically. She said this will be a long term process involving
many aspects.
Commissioner Bedford said having a bond every 10 years is not a plan. She said
Orange County cannot have the best of everything, and safety and pre-k have to be
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considered. She said the current $30 million is to fix flooding and HVAC needs to tide the
schools over while a plan is developed.
Commissioner McKee said the group would force a prioritization of projects, which will
help prepare for a future bond.
Chair Price echoed the other Commissioners’ comments, and said the group will need to
think strategically. She said the group could collect data that is not currently being collected
and use that information to plan.
Commissioner McKee asked if each school system could identify how much funding of
the previous bond is remaining.
Rhonda Rath said Orange County Schools has $12-15 million of total bond funds
remaining.
Patrick Abele said the majority of capital projects are in mechanical upgrades. He said
the facilities studies did not consider the electrical costs in order to complete the mechanical
updates. He said two more schools, within 6, will move into design phase. He said while
classrooms are shut down for significant work, the entire classroom is reviewed for upgrades
such as lighting, painting, flooring, etc. He said an updated comprehensive facilities study is
probably warranted again.
Jonathan Scott said the bond was completely liquidated for CHCCS.
Commissioner McKee said he is concerned that contractors were not able to address
the mechanical issues in OCS.
Patrick Abele said there is a national shortage for many supplies, and it took time to
secure the electrical upgrades in order to install the mechanical equipment. He said OCS is
working to schedule contractors.
3.

Mental Health Needs for Students and Staff
a. CHCCS – Chief of School Support and Wellness, Dr. Charlos Banks
Dr. Charlos Banks made the following presentation:

Slide #1
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Slide #11

Commissioner Fowler thanked Dr. Charlos Banks for the presentation. She asked if
there is an update on the wellbeing of the students and faculty, and anything more that could be
done that Chapel Hill Carrboro City Schools have not already done.
Dr. Charlos Banks said schools have been in session for just one month, but it feels like
6. She said the responsibilities of educating and safety are a huge burden to all. She said one
thing that could help are more mental health resources in middle and elementary schools.
Commissioner Fowler said families are having a hard time finding mental health
providers. She asked if the schools are able to get families into providers quickly.
Dr. Charlos Banks said the intake process is through the school social workers and they
are immediately assigned mental health providers through the various agencies. She said
many agencies have had staffing shortages, but the process is very streamlined for families in
the schools.
Rani Dasi asked if there are specific mental health supports the County has that the
school systems could use.
Travis Myren said the LME MCO is responsible for providing mental health services
countywide. He said there is an increased demand for other types of services, such as financial
assistance, and these resources are available to anyone. He said the County has invested
American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) funds and reallocated other County funds to these areas.
Rani Dasi said it would be helpful to increase awareness of these resources.
Travis Myren said it is important to have a clear communication plan.
b. OCS – Director of Student Support Services, Sherita Cobb
Sherita Cobb made the following PowerPoint presentation:
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Slide #2

Sherita Cobb said at least 3 more referrals have been made since the above slide was
created. She resumed the PowerPoint presentation:
Slide #3
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Slide #5

Slide #6
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Slide #7

Slide #8

Commissioner Richards asked how the statistics presented at the beginning of the
presentation compare to pre-pandemic levels.
Sherita Cobb said the statistics are concerning and are higher than at the beginning of
the pandemic. She said it is important to make sure that students and parents are aware of
resources, and having all available staff working together to support students and families.
Commissioner Richards asked if the current levels are double pre-pandemic levels.
Sherita Cobb said the numbers are not double, but well above the normal amount of
referrals.
4.

Racial Equity Collaboration and Support
a. Orange County – Orange County Human Rights and Relations Director, Annette
Moore
Annette Moore made the following presentation:
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Slide #1

Slide #2

Slide #3

Annette Moore said the Orange County Health Director declared structural racism to be
a Public health crisis. She said building capacity for racial equity takes time. She resumed the
PowerPoint presentation:
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Slide #4

Annette Moore said Orange County has made great efforts to address racial inequity,
but has been unsuccessful. She said granular data is lacking and this has hampered
progress. She said Orange County is a very well resourced community, but the black
population continues to decline. She resumed the PowerPoint presentation.
Slide #5
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Annette Moore said the County wants to build a plan using the strength of community
engagement and data. She said data will help measure and track progress. She resumed the
PowerPoint presentation:
Slide #11
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Annette Moore said equity is when race can no longer be used to predict outcomes.
She resumed the PowerPoint presentation:
Slide #12

Slide #13

Slide #14
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Slide #16

Slide #17

Slide #18
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b. CHCCS – Chief Equity and Engagement Officer, Dr. Rodney Trice
Commissioner Richards asked about Dr. Rodney Trice’s work at Chapel Hill Carrboro
City Schools.
Dr. Rodney Trice said his office, and his counterpart at Orange County Schools, are
working with Annette Moore to learn strategies to address achievement gaps. He said
achievement gaps are a reflection of opportunity gaps. He said progress takes a whole
community approach, and they are working to interface with the One Orange plan.
Commissioner Richards said she is interested in the dashboard for the plan. She said
Chapel Hill residents are interested in data to drive initiatives and measure success. She said
she was hoping to see district specific data.
Dr. Rodney Trice said he could bring more information to a future meeting. He said his
most recent charge was to meet with Annette Moore and learn more about One Orange.
Jillian La Serna said the schools are an integral part of One Orange and data will be
important.
Commissioner Hamilton said she was also interested in the schools’ experience. She
asked how the schools will interact with One Orange and what resources the school system has
for equity work.
Dr. Rodney Trice said initial conversations were around funding scenarios and whether
each district has the capacity to do the work they have been asked to do. He said one of the
districts’ tasks is to interface with communities that have been historically marginalized. He
said part of the work is partnering with other departments within the school systems. He said
the work in the equity department might include engaging with partners and make sure families
know about all of the options available, or increasing access to tutoring to help students recover
academically from the pandemic.
Commissioner Hamilton said one thing that would be helpful is how to bring One Orange
to the community, as well as the services the students need. She said it is important to make
sure the County and the community is in agreement about what the needs actually are. She
said the schools are closest to the community and could be so helpful. She said she would like
to coordinate with teachers and staff.
Dr. Rodney Trice agreed. He said the equity advisory committee met recently and did
not know about One Orange. He said the school district will work hard to get the word out, both
information about it, but also to get community involvement in shaping One Orange. He said
citizens often want to help, but just do not know how. He said One Orange can help streamline
communication and services that are available.
c. OCS – Chief Equity Officer, Dr. Dena Keeling
Dr. Dena Keeling said this conversation came about when looking into SEL and mental
health work. She said there was push back in linking SEL to Critical Race Theory. She said
the purpose of the conversations was to make Ms. Moore more aware of what is going on in the
school systems, as well as the different contexts between the two school systems. She said
the inequities are the same between the school systems, but the climate is different. She said
they have met frequently with Ms. Moore, as well as attending countywide meetings on these
issues. She said OCS is launching its 2021-22 equity plan soon, and will use a tool routinely to
make decisions around policies and procedures. She said there is huge overlap in goal 6
around community engagement, and reaching marginalized students. She said OCS has been
holding meetings just with Latino and African-American families, and have found parents have
been more willing come out if they have the voice, and get to structure the meeting. She said
OCS is working on a listening equity protocol, to better listen to historically marginalized
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families. She said there is constant communication about how the districts can come together.
She said OCS has a community engagement committee, which will host some evening
meetings this year to better access the community. She said OCS and CHCCS are also
working on a student equity team. She said CHCCS has more staff dedicated to this issue and
is helping OCS greatly.
Commissioner Fowler thanked the staff for the information. She said many of the
educational disparities exist in health care too. She is glad to see the partnerships between the
school districts. She said the County can do a better job in promoting the many resources that
already exist. She said she would also like to see data surrounding the effects of the new code
of conduct and support, as it becomes available. She said she is very keen to work together on
closing the educational gap.
Commissioner Greene said this is an ambitious, daunting and impressive project. She
said the achievement gap has seemed intractable, despite all of the work that has been done
on it. She asked if the comprehensive approach is a reset of all of the previous work, or if it is
layered on top of the previous work. She said there has been a lot of work in the schools to get
to this point, and asked if the County program will supersede that work.
Annette Moore said no.
Dr. Dena Keeling said there is a framework that OCS uses. She said to close gaps,
there has to be culturally relevant teaching, and many previous efforts are not working. She
said the schools have to look at instructional models that address those gaps successfully. She
said having an environment where marginalized students feel like they belong is important to
student achievement. She said staff training to be culturally relevant is also important. She
said she wants students to feel the entire County wrap around them with support. She said all
of this will need to come together to make real change.
Annette Moore said breaking down systems of racism takes a community. She said this
work will help all entities speak the same language and working together, as opposed to
working apart.
Chair Price agreed. She said this is a continuum of generations working towards equity
and equality. She said progress is made each step of the way, and we have to modify to go to
the next level. She said she would like members of GARE to speak at focus groups, and to
consider what is happening in the home. She said economics and education all blend together,
and the pandemic has shown the relationship between having a job, having food and how that
affects the child. She said it is a daunting task. She said she wants to see all working together
more, feeding into One Orange.
Bonnie Hauser asked if there is a plan to bring this closer to families. She said she likes
the Family Success Alliance (FSA), as it gives voice to the community to point out what is
stopping children from getting what they need. She asked if the Family Success Alliance can
be brought closer to the schools. She said more resources will be needed.
Jillian La Serna said the work at the Family Success Alliance could tie into the One
Orange initiative.
5.

Budget and Personnel Update
a. CHCCS – Chief Financial Officer, Jonathan Scott and Chief Human Resources
Officer, Erika Newkirk
Jonathan Scott made the following presentation:
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Slide #2

Jonathan Scott said the General Assembly still has not passed a budget, so the schools
do not know exactly how much they will receive. He resumed the PowerPoint presentation:
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Slide #4
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Slide #6

Erika Newkirk continued the PowerPoint presentation:
Slide #7

Slide #8
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Slide #10

Commissioner McKee asked if funding would be needed once federal funding goes
away.
Jonathan Scott said no FTEs have been hired using stimulus money, due to the risk of
losing employees once the stimulus program ends.
Commissioner McKee said the federal funding will end, and he is glad to hear this
update. He said it is important to think through these details prior to budget season.
Commissioner Fowler said she is concerned by the large number of vacancies in EC
classrooms, and asked if the district has a plan to provide education to these students.
Erika Newkirk said the district is using supports from across the EC community and it is
an all hands on deck approach. She said the district is working hard to fill vacancies.
Commissioner Bedford asked if the enrollment figure for CHCCS could be identified.
Jonathan Scott said it is somewhere around 11,550, but he will confirm specifically.
b. OCS – Chief Finance Officer, Rhonda Rath and Chief of Human Capital and
Organizational Development, Joyce Hatcher
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Rhonda Rath made the following PowerPoint presentation:
Slide #1

Slide #2

Slide #3
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Commissioner McKee asked for clarification about the stimulus funded positions.
Rhonda Rath said positions funded with federal stimulus grant funds are time limited and
will not be funded with County funds in the future.
Commissioner McKee asked for clarification on how positions funded with stimulus grants
will be treated in the future once the grant ends.
Rhonda Rath said these positions have a hiring contract, which state that these positions
are only for the term of the funding of the grants. She said the goal for AIG teachers is to shift
those to state funding sources. She said OCS are reallocating funds to shift AIG positions to
state funds.
Commissioner McKee asked if the Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) could be kept
updated on this topic.
Connie Brimmer continued the PowerPoint presentation:
Slide #4

Slide #5

Connie Brimmer said on September 30, all schools will have one school nurse.
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Commissioner Richards asked if Orange County Schools applied for the same grants
that CHCCS did.
Rhonda Rath said no, OCS is pursuing other grant opportunities.
6.

Local and State Assessment Results
a. CHCCS – Chief of School Support and Wellness, Dr. Charlos Banks, and Chief
Academic Officer, Alisa Zapata
Alisa Zapata made the following presentation:

Slide #1

Slide #2
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Dr. Nyah Hamlett said state and federal governments have waived accountability
requirements for 2019-2020 and 2020-2021, due the pandemic. She said other data is not
being required, but CHCCS plans to collect its own data. She said CHCCS seeks to use the
pandemic as an opportunity and not an excuse. She said CHCCS has plans in place to close
existing gaps, and will explore data deeply at its November meeting. She expressed
appreciation for the CHCCS staff.
Commissioner McKee asked to review slide #4. He said he is concerned by the
disparity for Latinx and Black students in end of grade tests. He asked how it was possible for
children to score this low in the best-funded school district in the state. He said these children
are destined to have a difficult life. He asked how are we going to get these kids proficient. He
wants everyone to be concerned about this.
Commissioner McKee asked to review Slide #6. He asked why there is a difference
between the graduation rates and proficiency rates. He asked if children are graduating who
are not academically proficient.
Jillian La Serna said the data regarding proficiency did not include high school students.
She said CHCCS has one of the largest achievement gaps in the country, which is known as an
“educational debt” that is owed to students. She said if schools continuing doing the same
things, schools will get the same results. She said she is excited by a new strategic plan to do
things differently.
Dr. Nyah Hamlett said the district is focused on the vision, with equity at the center of all
work. She said this includes anti racist leadership. She said there are multiple data points and
much to learn from the challenges of the pandemic. She said when one looks at composite
scores grades 3-8, one can see that existing gaps were exacerbated by school closures. He
said CHCCS is one of the best school districts, but it has very glaring gaps. She said CHCCS
wants to look at the gaps, and creating action plans to accomplish change.
Dion Temne said the scores are a continuation of the CHCCS school culture. He said
remote learning did not work, but in-person learning also has not worked, based on the
numbers. He appreciated Commissioner McKee noticing these numbers, and he is excited
about the changes to come under the leadership of Dr. Hamlett.
Commissioner McKee said he questions the results, not the people. He said these
children are behind, and the graph tells him that children who are behind in grades 3-8 are not
included in the graduation rates, as they dropped out. He said this has been continuing for 11
years. He said this is not acceptable in any County, but especially here in Orange County.
Rani Dasi said there are inequities across American life, and schools are asked to be
everything. She said these conversations are important, and involving community based
services and partners is essential. She said schools cannot provide everything.
Dion Temne said part of the solution is rethinking how we educate our children. He said
the education system is unfair to some students, and all need to put in the work for change. He
said it is important to find the root of the problem.
Commissioner Richards said students are being sent out into the world not ready to
perform. She said she appreciates One Orange, but also feels the district should have a
specific plan for how it will impact these gaps. She said she understands it is not just an issue
of education, but there must be specifics in place for how education will change.
Dr. Nyah Hamlett said she looks forward to the work with her team, which is made up of
many new people. She said there is a sense of urgency. She said CHCCS has merged the
departments of equity and community engagement. She said the scores reflect a lot of biases,
and dismantling structures starts at the state level and through testing. She said this is not an
excuse, but an opportunity. She said not all low scoring students are dropping out, and the
district has a lot of work to be done.
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Commissioner Hamilton said it is important to be careful in how the statistics and data
are reviewed. She said it is very important to understand what is behind the numbers, and the
reasons for them, if change is going to be made. She said she has done research as a career,
and numbers and data have limits; for example, some students do not test well. She said there
must be narrative to accompany the numbers. She said opportunities are missed if real life
situations are not considered in favor of just looking at numbers. She said CHCCS is a
community with high achieving students next to lower performing students, which often
increases tension.
b. OCS – Chief of Schools and Achievement, Dr. Meghan Doyle
Dr. Monique Felder made the following PowerPoint presentation:
Slide #1

Slide #2

Dr. Meghan Doyle continued the presentation:
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Dr. Meghan Doyle said these numbers present everyone with an opportunity to make
improvements. She resumed the PowerPoint presentation:
Slide #16

Dr. Meghan Doyle said in comparison to state averages, OCS has a lower graduation
rate. She said some students are taking 5 years to graduate. She said schools are assessed
on a four-year graduation rate, but it is not unreasonable to think children might need a longer
time to graduate. She said having the diploma after 5 years is more valuable than a GED or
dropping out.
Dr. Meghan Doyle said the schools have embarked on a four-year process to engage
with all stakeholders, for which there is an equity emphasis on each goal. She said keeping
data at the forefront is important while moving through the strategic plan. She said it is crucial
to align school goals with strategic goals of the district. She said she is hearing the Board’s
collective desire for students to perform to the best of their ability. She said it is important to
engage students in decision-making, and identify culturally relevant strategies to help children
be successful. She said the district has to think about materials being used. She said some
students will be wildly successful, despite their performance in school. She said it is important
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to consider what happens in the student’s life after leaving school. She said many students get
to have a say in the courses they study in college, the career they want to pursue, and this has
a direct impact on their motivation and success. She said students need to have similar
motivation in the K-12 years.
Commissioner Fowler said she is in agreement with most of the ideas shared at the
evening, especially regarding culturally relevant materials and opportunities for all. She said it
is important to have high expectations for all students.
Dr. Meghan Doyle said there is a great deal of research based strategies that high
performing schools follow, and much is influenced by the leadership of the school office and the
district office. She said to have strong school administration there must also be strong central
support and a strong school board.
Ms. MacKenzie and Ms. La Serna thanked everyone for the meeting.
A motion was made by Commissioner Bedford, seconded by Commissioner McKee, to
adjourn the meeting at 11:12 p.m.
Roll call ensued
VOTE: UNANMIOUS
Renee Price, Chair
Laura Jensen
Clerk to the Board
Submitted for approval by Laura Jensen, Clerk to the Board.

